
Pop
by Gordon Korman

Lonely after a midsummer
move to a new town, sixteen-
year-old high-school
quarterback Marcus Jordan
becomes friends with a retired
professional linebacker who is
great at training him, but
whose childish behavior keeps
Marcus in hot water.

These books can be found in the
Young Adult section of the library.

Mexican Whiteboy

Boy 21

After the Shot Drops

by Matt de la Peña

Sixteen-year-old Danny
searches for his identity
amidst the confusion of being
half-Mexican and half-white
while spending a summer with
his cousin and new friends on
the baseball fields and back
alleys of San Diego County,
California.

by Matthew Quick

Finley is a quiet boy who is the
only white player on his high
school's varsity basketball
team. When his coach asks
him to mentor a troubled
African-American transfer
student, he finds that they
have a lot in common despite
their apparent differences.

by Randy Ribay

Told from alternating
perspectives, Bunny takes a
basketball scholarship to an
elite private school to help his
family, leaving behind Nasir,
his best friend, in their tough
Philadelphia neighborhood.

The Running Dream
by Wendelin Van Draanen

Losing her leg in a car accident
and fitted with a prosthetic
that challenges her athletic
ambitions, Jessica finds herself
alienated from former friends
and is tutored by a misfit girl
she previously avoided.

Dragon Hoops

Food, Girls, and Other
Things I Can't Have

Game Seven

by Allen Zadoff

Fifteen-year-old Andrew
Zansky, the second fattest
student at his high school,
joins the varsity football team
to get the attention of a new
girl on whom he has a crush.

by Gene Luen Yang
Graphic Novel

An introverted reader starts
understanding local
enthusiasm about sports in
his school when he gets to
know some of his talented
athletic peers and discovers
that their stories are just as
thrilling as the comics he
loves.

by Paul Volponi

Idolizing the father who fled
Cuba to pitch professionally in
America, 16-year-old Julio
dreams of playing for Cuba's
national team only to have his
prospects overshadowed by
his father's defection.
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Tumbling

Payback Time

Here to Stay

Vanishing Act

Hooper

Breath Like Water

The Flip Side

Losers Take All

by Carla Carter

Five aspiring Olympic
gymnasts struggle with their
ambitions, insecurities and
secrets while participating in
the two-day U.S. Olympic
Trials for Gymnastics that
either will elevate them to
stardom or send them home
forgotten.

by Carl Deuker

Overweight, timid Mitch
reluctantly agrees to be the
sports reporter for the Lincoln
High newspaper because he
wants to be a writer, but he
senses a real story in Angel, a
talented football player who
refuses to discuss his past.

by Sara Farizan

When a cyberbully sends the
entire high school a picture of
basketball hero Bijan Majidi,
photoshopped to look like a
terrorist, the school promises
to find and punish the culprit,
but Bijan just wants to move
on.

by John Feinstein

Eighth-grade sports reporters
Susan Carol Anderson and
Stevie Thomas reunite at the
U.S. Open tennis
championships where they
investigate the mysterious
disappearance of a top
Russian player.

by Geoff Herbach

Adam Reed's basketball skills
have brought him from a
Polish orphanage to a loving
adoptive mother in Minnesota
and landed him a spot on an
elite amateur team, but a run
in with police will force him to
choose between his new
family and the sport he loves.

by Anna Jarzab

Becoming famous for her
early swimming talents,
Susannah finds her Olympics
dreams challenged by an
injury, a new coach’s
revolutionary training
strategies and an unexpected
romance with a charming
fellow athlete.

by Shawn Johnson

The Olympic gold medalist
and reality television star
presents a debut novel
inspired by her own
experiences, presenting the
story of elite teen gymnast
Charlie, who hides her training
activities and questions her
goals when she falls in love.

by David Klass

Forced to join a sports team
with his ragtag band of anti-
athletic friends, Jack starts a
rebel soccer team that is
secretly dedicated to avoiding
victory and undermining his
school's jock culture, with
unexpected results.

Stick

Icebreaker

Samurai Shortstop

Haikyu!!

by Michael Harmon

A talented athlete who
secretly dislikes football and a
social misfit who performs
anonymous good deeds in
memory of his murdered
father forge an unlikely
friendship that brings healing
and help to both boys.

by A. L. Graziadei

Vying for the NHL's top draft
spot, 17-year-old Mickey
James and teammate Jaysen
Caulfield find their rivalry
turning into something more,
forcing them both to decide
what they really want and
what they are willing to risk for
it.

by Alan Gratz

At a time when Japan is eager
to shed ancient traditions,
Toyo is caught up in the new
sport of baseball, but when his
father decides to teach him
the way of the samurai, Toyo
grows to better understand
his uncle and father while also
using his new knowledge to
excel at baseball.

by Hariuichi Furudate
Graphic Novel

Playing for his idol's high
school volleyball team, Shoyo
loses his first and last match
against Tobio, the King of the
Court, and promises to get the
best of this rival next season,
but the new season brings
him a surprising new
teammate.
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